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                 Many needs of military personnel are evident at the time of their separation from military service. Other needs, however, such as the residual psychological and physical effects of war and combat, may                Many needs of military personnel are evident at the time of their separation from military service. Other needs, however, such as the residual psychological and physical effects of war and combat, may

                Changes in the Military  Changes in the Military Program Transcript WILLIAM J. WILLIAMS: Things are different now. Everything's faster. It's\ so fast you can't keep up with it. I mean, travel and everything is done. And th\ ey come home like overnight almost, like a leave over there and the next day be \ home or be somewhere on the East coast. See, I wasn't involved in any cities, an\ d when you have this land group where their fighting is out on the land as they\ go through towns and cities, they see something.  They see a house. They see everything. They see dogs, cats. They see all\ kinds of moving things on the ground. Out in the Pacific where what we did wit\ h our work, we didn't see anything like it. All we saw was the Pacific Ocean, \ and we didn't get to see cities or towns. The only time I think we saw any city\ was when we pulled into Honolulu one time. 
 DESMOND W. FLANIGAN: How is the military today different from the milita\ ry when I was in? One of the things is the constant short-term deployments. You deploy, you see death and destruction, you come back. Then you go back a\ nd come home again. There are people who have five, six, even I've heard of nine deployments, so the constant spiking of the intensity of what you go thr\ ough, and all of a sudden you're back in a mall. 
 Vietnam, eventually, the American public were against the war. They were\  against the military. I had an incident where I was bringing back my special forces team, one of my soldiers was spit on. Now, you come back, they sa\ y, oh, we support the troops. But the thing is they don't really understand the\ war, and the saying is that the military went to war, America went to the mall. 
 Changes in the Military Additional Content Attribution IMAGES: 
 Images provided by http://www.istockphoto.com /  SPECIAL THANKS: 
 The Wilkinson and Flannigan Family MUSIC: 
 Creative Support Services Los Angeles, CA Dimension Sound Effects Library  © 2016 Laureate Education, Inc. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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